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To C. J.
“If ever two were one, then surely we;

If ever man were loved by wife, then thee.”
Carolyn

To Steve
“As you are mine, I am yours.

I give away myself for you and dote upon the exchange.”
Nicole
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Introduction:
The Shopping Trip

DEAR MOTHERS AND DAUGHTERS,
We’re a little blurry-eyed this morning. We just returned last

night from the Mahaney Girls’ Shopping Trip—our annual
twenty-four-hour excursion into the wilds of northern Virginia
retail country.

Wish you coulda been there. But you’d be stained with fruit
punch and hot chocolate by now. As usual, we had a couple of
spills. All part of the fun. We stayed at a hotel, bought a pile of
Christmas gifts, walked at least fifty miles, and laughed a lot.
When we finally left the mall after dark, we drove around aim-
lessly for half an hour before going home. We didn’t want it to
end.

Best we can figure, this was our fifteenth year. On the inau-
gural trip, Nicole (the oldest) was an awkward twelve and
Kristin a year younger. Carolyn (Mom) didn’t have any gray
hairs yet. Janelle (the youngest) came a few years later when
Mom determined she was old enough—and then only for the
food. Not much has changed!

Actually a lot has changed. All three girls have gotten mar-
ried, and four grandsons have been added to the family (three of
them are Kristin’s; so we pray for her a lot!). But in spite of wed-
dings and moves to other states (and back again) and emergency
surgeries and busy ministry schedules (all the girls married
aspiring pastors), the Shopping Trip has survived.



Each year we’ve shared countless fits of hysterical laughter
(you had to be there) punctuated by serious and memorable dis-
cussions about God, life, our hearts. Of course there has been con-
flict and more than a few spills (this year we set a new record!).

Although every Shopping Trip has its own unique memories
(like the time Kristin left her wallet full of cash at the Gap), there
are certain things you can count on. Like Nicole’s and Kristin’s
perennial argument about how to organize the family gift-giving.
“Should we give presents to each other or only to the grand-
sons?” “Should everyone give to everyone, or should we pick
names?” “How much should we spend so it’s fair?” Kristin
always has a plan, and Nicole always disagrees. Janelle’s happy
either way, as long as we talk about it over lunch.

Nicole, the complicated one, usually arrives with a
Christmas list to rival Saint Nicholas. She wants to buy “small”
gifts for all the cousins (twenty-seven total), all the people she’s
ever worked with and their kids, and anyone she’s ever said “hi”
to at church. Because of budgetary limitations she solicits ideas
for homemade projects that fit within her also-very-limited cre-
ative abilities. We try to help. So there was the hot-chocolate-mix
year and the homemade-cookies year and finally the just-buy-
everyone-a-cheap-CD year. Paring down her list takes some
time. Meanwhile Janelle is getting hungry. She’s ready to take a
break, and we haven’t even started shopping yet.

Taking a break is the furthest thing from Kristin’s mind. She’s
armed with coupons, sales advertisements, and a Christmas list
complete with dollar amounts (she’s put money aside every
month for the last year). She takes this shopping thing a little too
seriously. We almost feel bad for the clerks. They don’t stand a
chance against her thorough research and polite assertiveness. It
usually goes something like this:

Kristin (to clerk): “Good morning, ma’am. I have a question.
[Here it comes!] According to this coupon, these T-shirts
should be three for fifteen dollars, but they are marked seven
dollars each.”
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Clerk (confidently): “Ah, yes, well, that sale ended last
week.”

Kristin (very sweetly): “Oh, I see. But may I point out that
this coupon doesn’t carry an expiration date? Therefore, I
expect it should be valid indefinitely. Is that not so? I know
you value customer service here; so I was wondering if you
might be so kind as to honor this offer?”

Clerk (not so confidently): “Well, ah, like I said, that sale
ended last week.”

Kristin (not as sweetly): “Okay, I understand, but may I
please speak to your manager?”

Five minutes later Kristin walks out (a tad triumphantly)
with all three T-shirts for fifteen dollars. Meanwhile Janelle is
chafing over the delay. All she can think about is that we could
have been back in the room an hour ago, eating Reese’s Pieces
and laughing at Barney Fife on The Andy Griffith Show reruns.

It’s not that Janelle doesn’t like shopping. She just imports
her dual life themes of “food and fun” into the shopping expe-
rience and then finishes as quickly as possible so she can return
to pure “food and fun.” Recipients of her gifts can count on hers
being the most unique under their tree. This year the classic
child’s game Operation (remember, bzzzzz?) was the gift of
choice—and not just for the kids. Even her pastor was blessed
with this slightly annoying game.

Three girls. Three very different girls. And one mom, trying
to manage all these competing agendas and maybe even making
a memory in the process. Of course, she has a longer list of gifts
to buy than all three of us girls put together. But we’re kind of
high maintenance (can you tell?). By the time she’s helped us,
she’s happy to come home with even one gift or two. That’s fine
because “making a memory” is her highest priority. It’s why she
uses the Christmas gift money from Grandma for a hotel room
and special meals out. It’s why she tries to stimulate meaningful
conversation at meals and on shopping breaks.

This can be tricky, as she has had to referee minor rivalries
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and the tears that we would turn on at a moment’s notice (c’mon,
we’re girls!). But the conflicts and tears usually ended in side-
splitting laughter or unforgettable discussions. Although we
haven’t always made the memories Mom intended, we wouldn’t
trade those conversations for anything.

In a way the Shopping Trip is like a twenty-four-hour slice
of us: mother and daughters. It tells a lot about who we are, how
we communicate, and even what we’re living for.

What does twenty-four hours in your relationship look
like? Mostly tension or mostly fun? More tears or more laugh-
ter? More talk of God or more empty words? Are you close
friends, or are you worlds apart? Maybe there is nothing but
silence.

For every mother and daughter, there is a different and
unique relationship. We each have our own distinct strengths
and weaknesses, styles, interests, thoughts, and our often-amus-
ing similarities. Being a mom and three daughters, we know this
all too well.

If you’re a mom with even one girl, you’ve probably pulled
more than a few hairs out trying to understand this “raising
daughters” thing. You lie awake at night with mothering ques-
tions driving your sleep away: How do I guide this girl into wom-
anhood? How do I protect her from ungodly influences? How can I
keep her from rebelling? How can I help her be passionate for the
Lord? How can I remain her friend? How can I get her to really talk?
You may even sometimes wonder why God gave you this par-
ticular daughter and what role you are supposed to play in her
life. In the end there seem to be more questions than answers,
more problems than solutions.

Daughter, you may be skimming this book because your
mom is making you read it (caught ya!). Maybe you don’t think
it’s that important to have a relationship with her. Your friends
are a lot more fun and easier to talk to. Or maybe you and your
mom argue a lot. You wish she understood you better. But you
may have a good relationship with your mom—and you want it
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to be better, like she does. Congratulations. You’re mature
beyond your years.

But no matter the difficulties in your mother-daughter rela-
tionship, the problem isn’t the other person. The obstacle isn’t a
mom who is hard to get along with or a daughter who won’t lis-
ten. And you can’t get to the root of your problems by digging
up back issues of parent or teen magazines or tuning into the
afternoon talk shows. A primary source of our trouble is that we
have forgotten God’s purpose for the mother-daughter relationship.

This is why as mothers we often have no clear parenting
goals. It’s why as daughters we sometimes lack appreciation for
our mom’s involvement in our lives. It’s why our relationship
sometimes feels like a minefield of touchy subjects, and we run
at the first hint of conflict. It’s why we lack reasons to talk and
something to talk about.

The diagnosis of our problem is found in God’s Word, the
Bible. After all, He’s the one who created the mother-daughter
relationship. God’s Word speaks to all of us—mothers and
daughters. It unravels the tangled issues in our relationships,
spans any distance between us, and points the way to rich and
meaningful interaction. But more than just helping us get along,
the Bible unfolds an exciting and important plan for mothers
and daughters: to pass on the legacy of biblical womanhood that
commends the gospel.

It’s within this momentous mission that our questions come
to rest, our strife comes to resolution, our loneliness and alien-
ation become companionship and laughter, and our ineffective-
ness is revived into usefulness for the gospel.

As we seek to follow God’s plan, the pleasant fragrance of
Christ will permeate our mother-daughter relationships, extend-
ing to the atmosphere of our homes, our churches, and our com-
munities. The aroma will linger long after we are gone. And the
enduring effect—in our lifetime and for future generations—will
be incalculable (2 Cor. 2:15).

This is our reason to talk. This is what we talk about.
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The four of us know this is true because we’ve experienced
it. And we’ve observed its effect in the lives of many mothers and
daughters. We’re not mother-daughter experts. And we don’t
think we’re anything special—we’ve had our times of trouble. In
fact, we’re extraordinarily ordinary. But through the life, death,
and resurrection of Jesus Christ, we now have a relationship
with God, the Father. Through Him and because of Him we have
wonderful, enjoyable relationships with each other.

So please join us for an exciting mother-daughter conversa-
tion. We’ll share a lot from our own lives (although you might
get to know us better than you wanted to!), but most important,
we’ll look at the Bible and discover the unique purpose that God
has for us as mothers and daughters. Carolyn and Nicole have
done the writing, but this book is from Kristin’s and Janelle’s
hearts too.

At various points throughout the book we’ll shine the spot-
light on a mother’s responsibility, and at other times we’ll focus
on a daughter’s response. But all the chapters are for both mothers
and daughters. You may want to sit down and read them together,
or you may prefer to take turns reading on your own. If some-
one is in the habit of marking up her books, you might each
want to get your own copy!

No matter how you choose to read this book, “listening in”
when the other is addressed will help strengthen your mother-
daughter communication. Once you’ve read a chapter or two,
get together and talk about what you’ve learned. We’ve provided
discussion questions based on the chapters for you, Mom, to use
with your daughter (Appendix A).

Sounds easy enough, right? Well, we have to be honest: It
won’t always be easy. You will probably hit a few bumps in the
road. It may be awkward or uncomfortable at times. You may
even sin against each other. But don’t give up. There is an all-
important reason to hang in there and keep talking: A strong,
enjoyable, and fruitful relationship awaits you. It will be
worth it!
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There are 364 days until our next Shopping Trip, but we are
hanging out again this morning. We’ve got a lot more to talk
about. In between the chatter and the chores, we are fulfilling
God’s plan for our relationship. And you can too.

So are you ready for some girl talk? Let’s get started.
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P A R T  O N E

The Forging of the 

Mother-Daughter Bond



1

The Language of 
Biblical Womanhood

For hundreds of years, young women who came of age in
southern China learned a secret language. Secret, that is,

from the men and the boys. Like their mothers and grandmoth-
ers before them, these girls were denied the opportunity of
learning to read and write Chinese. So the oppressed women of
that culture—determined to have a means of expressing them-
selves—developed their own language. It was a girls-only writ-
ing script called Nushu.

According to an article in the Washington Post, three days
after her wedding a new bride would receive a “Third Day
Book,” lovingly inscribed in Nushu by her mother, grandmother,
and “sworn sisters.” In delicate, elongated handwriting these
women expressed feelings of sadness at losing a daughter and
friend and shared best wishes for her future happiness. The bride
would make her own entries in Nushu, and the book became a
diary of her married life.

Someday the bride would teach her own daughter Nushu.
And so these peasant women preserved their language for over
fifteen hundred years, right into our century. With no education,
means, or encouragement, they created something unique in all
of history: the only language written by women for women.1



Did you know that God has given us our own mother-
daughter language? Unlike Nushu, our language is not a secret.
It is not a response to oppression, but it is a uniquely feminine
language. As mothers and daughters, God has entrusted us with
its progress and preservation. It’s the language of biblical wom-
anhood.

Biblical womanhood, simply defined, is God’s perfect design for
women as revealed in the Bible. Much more than a writing script,
it’s a way of life. More than something we read or write, it’s some-
thing we speak and do.

We find this language scattered throughout the entire Bible.
Tucked in Titus 2:3-5 is a summary of some of the qualities of a
godly woman, such as purity, self-control, kindness, love for
husband and children, skill in homemaking, and a heart of sub-
mission. But we find more traits in passages such as Proverbs
31:10-31, 1 Timothy 5:9-10, and 1 Peter 3:1-6—steadfast faith,
good works, strength, and wisdom, united with a gentle and
quiet spirit.

Together these characteristics comprise the language of bib-
lical womanhood. They provide for us a composite sketch—to
imitate and copy like an aspiring artist would copy a great mas-
terpiece. Throughout this book we’ll attempt to trace these lines,
to discover what biblical womanhood looks like for a mother
and daughter in the twenty-first century.

But first we must understand our responsibility to pass on
this language from mother to daughter. For while God clearly
calls all older women to school the younger women in the art
of biblical womanhood (Titus 2:3-5), one of the most impor-
tant teacher-student relationships is between a mother and her
daughter. We have an exciting task, an assignment from God
Himself to transfer these feminine attributes from one genera-
tion to the next. This is our mother-daughter purpose. Our
mission.

I was reminded of our mission earlier this year when my
mother sold her house. Because of my father’s failing health, my
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parents recently moved from Florida to Maryland to live with my
sister and her family. At my mom’s request, my brothers, sisters,
and I sorted through all their belongings. She told us to keep or
discard whatever we pleased.

I brought several items home for my daughters: some old
books for Nicole, a crystal bowl for Kristin, and my grandma’s
handmade quilt for Janelle. For myself I kept a solitary piece of
china, one of the few remaining plates from the set my grandfa-
ther bought my mother for her wedding.

I can still remember the set in better days—serving many a
guest on a Sunday afternoon. But its comrades have all been bro-
ken or have disappeared, and this plate is all I have. It is delicate
and faded—you can no longer read the pattern name printed on
the back. But it hangs in my dining room as a pleasant reminder
of my aging mother’s once vivacious hospitality.

My brothers and sisters each took home small items of sen-
timental value, but don’t expect to see us on Antiques Roadshow
anytime soon. My parents were frugal, modest people who gave
away more than they collected. In keeping with her Mennonite
background, my mother owned no jewelry except a watch. She
never even wore a wedding ring.

Although I have not received costly earthly treasures from
my mom, she has given me a gift of priceless value, for she was
faithful to pass on to me a legacy of biblical womanhood.
Through her teaching and her example she taught me to aspire
to these qualities that commend the gospel.

I don’t expect to have much of significant monetary value to
leave my daughters either. (Maybe one of them can have Mom’s
china plate if it survives.) But like my mother before me, I want
to faithfully impress the qualities of biblical womanhood upon
the hearts of my daughters. I want to be found worthy of God’s
calling to me as their mother, and I want them to live for His
glory.

But in order for any of us to do this effectively, our mother-
daughter relationships must be strong. This transfer can’t be
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made through a wall of bitterness, amidst yelling and screaming,
nor in silence—now can it? In order to pass on the language of
biblical womanhood, our relationships must be founded on the
Word of God. That’s why in the first half of this book we’ll con-
sider what the Bible has to say about the mother-daughter rela-
tionship, and in the second half we’ll discover how a young
woman learns to speak the language of biblical womanhood.

The wonderful results of building our relationships on the
foundation of God’s Word are the joy, peace, fellowship, and fun
that make the mother-daughter bond strong. Far from being a
duty or an obligation, the mother-daughter relationship can be
one of the greatest blessings of our lives.

And it’s a strong relationship that will enable us to preserve
our unique language. For as you may have noticed, biblical
womanhood isn’t exactly popular these days. The language our
culture speaks is hardly one of selflessness, purity, submission,
or faith. Instead, it demeans these attributes and the gospel they
commend. Our culture speaks a “live for the moment, live for
yourself” language that misses out on the beauty of biblical
womanhood.

What is truly troublesome, however, is that many Christian
mothers and daughters have dismissed the language of biblical
womanhood or are wholly unfamiliar with it. They speak the
language of the world—often unintentionally—by believing that
submission is outdated, purity is impossible, and homemaking
is unappealing.

Maybe you too think these ideas are a little old-fashioned.
You’re not sure you want to speak the language of biblical wom-
anhood. But allow us to introduce you to these feminine traits
again. You may be surprised at how much they relate to what
you’re going through and what a difference they will make in
your life.

Our language points to and highlights the most joyous news
in all of history: the gospel of Jesus Christ. Paul says in Titus 2:10
that these qualities “adorn the doctrine of God our Savior.” They
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declare to the world that the Bible is true, that Jesus is real, and
that the gospel is the power of God to change lives. Biblical
womanhood displays the truth that “God so loved the world,
that he gave his only Son, that whoever believes in him should
not perish but have eternal life” (John 3:16).

This task isn’t reserved for an elite group of extraordinary
mothers and daughters. It’s been assigned to forgiven sinners
like you and me. None of us on our own is capable of display-
ing even one small aspect of biblical womanhood—much less
passing it on into the future. But through the power of the
gospel we can speak this language and “shine as lights in the
world” (Phil. 2:15).

This must be the aspiration of all mothers and daughters: the
successful transfer of the qualities of biblical womanhood that
sparkle with the gospel—so that in the midst of this me-cen-
tered, self-focused, ungodly language of our culture, we can
speak the refreshingly pure, altogether true, and saving message
of Jesus Christ.
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